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Introduction

The high prevalence rates of maltreatment in children with 
disabilities, specifically autism spectrum disorder (ASD), 
points to the need to identify and treat symptoms of trauma 
in this highly vulnerable population. An electronic merger 
of hospital, central registry, foster care, and law enforce-
ment records in Nebraska found that children with dis-
abilities (including developmental, physical and medical 
disabilities) were twice as likely to be maltreated com-
pared to children without disabilities (Sullivan and Knut-
son 2000). Likewise, a national research hospital found that 
when compared to children without disabilities, children 
with disabilities were 1.8 times more likely to experience 
neglect, 1.6 times more likely to experience physical abuse, 
and 2.2 times more likely to experience sexual abuse (Sul-
livan and Cork 1996). Children with ASD may be at par-
ticular risk, as Hall-Lande et al. (2015) surveyed 35 Child 
Protective Service (CPS) agencies in Minnesota and found 
that children with ASD had three to four times greater risk 
for maltreatment compared to other CPS-involved children. 
Despite these high prevalence rates for maltreatment in 
children with disabilities, there are currently no known spe-
cific evidence-based screening or assessment tools or treat-
ments for children with ASD and a history of maltreatment. 
The initial step in developing such tools and treatments is 
to better understand how trauma symptoms are expressed 
in children and adolescents with ASD.

There are many barriers related to identifying trauma 
symptoms in the ASD population. First, there is a high 

Abstract The objective of this study was to examine 
how behavioral manifestations of trauma due to abuse are 
expressed in youth with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) compared outcomes 
between patients with a caregiver reported history of abuse 
and those without. Findings indicate that patients with 
ASD and reported abuse (i.e. physical, sexual, and/or emo-
tional) have more intrusive thoughts, distressing memories, 
loss of interest, irritability, and lethargy than those with-
out reported maltreatment. Those with clinical diagnoses 
of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) had more severe 
and externalized symptoms than those with reported abuse 
not diagnosed with PTSD. Results emphasize the need for 
trauma screening measures to guide evidence-based treat-
ments for children with ASD.
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degree of overlap between the ASD and PTSD diagnos-
tic criteria in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fifth 
Edition (DSM-5) (American Psychiatric Association 
2013), making differential diagnosis difficult in some cases 
(Table 1). For example, children with PTSD, regardless of 
whether or not they have a diagnosis of ASD, may engage 
in repetitive behaviors, be hypersensitive to sensory experi-
ences, and struggle with social interactions. They may also 
experience sleep difficulties, engage in isolative behaviors, 
show approach avoidance behaviors, and display mood 
lability (American Psychiatric Association 2013). Further-
more, children who have experienced severe early global 
deprivation in orphanages have been observed to develop 
symptoms labeled, “quasi-autism” (Rutter et al. 1999). Key 
features of “quasi-autism” include having sensory preoc-
cupations and circumscribed interests as well as difficul-
ties with forming selective friendships, engaging in social 
reciprocity, accompanied by struggles using direct eye-
gaze and communicative gestures during social exchanges, 
which bears similarities to the symptomology of reactive 
attachment disorder, a diagnosis commonly connected 
with early maltreatment (American Psychiatric Association 
2013). Similar findings were reported by a recent study of 
children with ASD who experienced abuse/neglect in early 
childhood in the United Kingdom. In this study, 11% of 
participants were diagnosed with ASD, 18.5% were found 
to have sub-threshold ASD traits and 9% of respondents 
screened as false positives for ASD (Green et  al. 2016). 
This is yet another example of differential diagnostic com-
plexities between ASD and PTSD. Additionally, cumula-
tive traumatic life experiences other than abuse (e.g., car 
accidents, loss of a loved one, parental divorce) may be 
related to symptoms of depression and anxiety in youth 
with ASD further complicating differential diagnosis and 
detection of PTSD for mental health professionals (Taylor 
and Gotham 2016). Thus, the diagnosis of ASD may not 
only make children more susceptible to maltreatment, but 
the experience of maltreatment may also lead to the devel-
opment of ASD-like symptoms making accurate diagnosis 
all the more difficult (Kerns et al. 2015).

Given the large symptom overlap between ASD and 
PTSD, it may be difficult to identify PTSD in children with 
ASD due to the problem of diagnostic overshadowing, 

defined as a tendency for professionals to over-attribute a 
patient’s symptoms to a particular condition while over-
looking a comorbid condition (Reiss et al. 1982). Diagnos-
tic overshadowing can ultimately lead to misdiagnosis and 
inappropriate treatment. Professionals may not consider 
PTSD symptoms because they may attribute trauma-related 
behaviors to ASD symptoms. This situation is further com-
plicated by the fact that children with ASD tend to be poor 
self-reporters, particularly when it comes to reporting their 
emotional experiences (Mazefsky et al. 2011; Shalom et al. 
2006). If professionals are not aware of a child’s exposure 
to a traumatic event due to lack of self or parent report, 
they may be less likely to consider a co-existing diagnosis 
of PTSD. Due to the many barriers to identifying trauma-
related symptoms in children with ASD, it is important to 
examine how trauma due to abuse is expressed in children 
and adolescents with ASD.

Several theories currently exist in the literature regard-
ing how individuals with ASD may react to a potentially 
traumatic event. One theory proposes that individuals with 
ASD are more susceptible to the expression of trauma 
symptoms compared to neurotypical individuals when 
exposed to a potentially traumatic event. Proponents of 
this theory point to difficulties with information process-
ing, language comprehension, emotion-regulation and the 
experience of social isolation as factors that may contrib-
ute to greater expression of trauma symptoms in individu-
als with ASD (Kerns et  al. 2015; Mansell et  al. 1998). A 
second theory hypothesizes that individuals with ASD who 
are exposed to a potentially traumatic event are less suscep-
tible to the development of trauma symptoms. This theory 
argues that the inward and narrow focus (i.e. differences in 
perception and social awareness and difficulties describing 
inner psychic states) common in this population may limit 
their ability to accurately interpret or perceive an event as 
traumatic (Kerns et  al. 2015; Mansell et  al. 1998; Mehtar 
and Mukaddes 2011). A third school of thought posits that 
individuals with ASD react to traumatic events in the same 
way as neurotypical individuals (Cook et  al. 1993; King 
and Desaulnier 2011; Mansell et al. 1998). Unfortunately, 
there has been limited research to test these theories.

The objective of this study was to examine how behav-
ioral manifestations of caregiver-reported abuse may be 

Table 1  Symptom overlap between Diagnostic Statistical Manual, Fifth Edition autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and posttraumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD) criteria (American Psychiatric Association 2013)

Symptoms of ASD Symptoms of PTSD

Stereotyped or repetitive use of objects or speech Repetitive play with recurrent themes
Hyper-reactivity to sensory input Marked physiological reactions to external cues
Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity Feelings of detachment from others

Sleep problems, withdrawal, avoidance, irritability, mood lability, perseveration
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expressed in children and adolescents with a research-reli-
able diagnosis of ASD admitted to six inpatient specialty 
psychiatric hospital units in the United States. Although 
many events may be experienced as traumatic for youth 
with ASD, this study focuses on the caregiver report of 
participants who had experienced physical, sexual, and/or 
emotional abuse. Data was collected as part of the autism 
inpatient collection (AIC) study (Siegel et al. 2015). Analy-
ses focused on those with and without a caregiver-reported 
history of abuse and those with and without a discharge 
diagnosis of PTSD made by the participant’s clinical treat-
ment team. Specific aims were to: (1) identify the preva-
lence of caregiver-reported abuse and participant symp-
toms consistent with a PTSD diagnosis in the AIC sample 
as a whole, (2) identify the type of maltreatment (i.e., phys-
ical, sexual, or emotional abuse), (3) examine the types and 
degree of PTSD symptoms present in the sub-sample of the 
AIC study population identified by caregivers as having 
been exposed to abuse versus those whose caregivers did 
not report exposure to abuse and (4) identify differences 
between participants with and those without caregiver-
reported abuse in adaptive functioning, severity of core 
ASD symptoms and behavioral symptom severity. As there 
has been little research done on trauma in the ASD popula-
tion, these aims were exploratory.

Methods

Sample

Participants were 350 children and adolescents aged 
4–21 years recruited from six specialty psychiatric hospi-
tal units as part of the AIC (Siegel et  al. 2015). All 350 
participants in the AIC sample received a score of 12 or 
higher on the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ), 
a screener for ASD (Rutter et al. 2003) or were referred by 
the clinical team due to high suspicion of ASD. All par-
ticipants had at least one parent or caregiver who spoke 
proficient English. All participants were administered the 
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, Second Edition 
(ADOS-2), a structured, interactive assessment of social 
communication, social reciprocity, and stereotyped/repeti-
tive behaviors to confirm ASD diagnosis by a research-reli-
able examiner (Lord et al. 2012). Of the 350 participants, 
79% were male and 21% were female. The average age of 
the sample was 12.9 years (SD = 3.3), 79% of the sample 
was Caucasian, and the average non-verbal IQ (NVIQ) as 
measured by the Leiter International Performance Scale, 
Third Edition (Leiter-3) was 76.4 (SD = 29.0) with 42% of 
the sample falling below the IQ cutoff (70) for Intellectual 
Disability (Roid et  al. 2013). 127 (36%) participants had 

very low verbal ability as indicated by use of ADOS-2, 
Module One. Demographics are summarized in Table 2.

Measures

The ADOS-2 (Lord et  al. 2012) comparison score, was 
used as a measure of current ASD core symptom severity 
to determine if there was a difference between severity of 
ASD symptoms in children who had experienced caregiver 
reported abuse and those who had not. The ADOS-2 was 
also used to determine participants’ verbal ability based on 
whether or not participants were administered Module One, 
as Module One is given to individuals who do not consist-
ently engage in phrase speech. The Leiter-3 (Roid et  al. 
2013) was used to assess between group differences of 
NVIQ and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS-
II) (Sparrow et al. 2005) was used to assess between group 
differences in adaptive functioning. The scales from the 
aberrant behavior checklist (ABC-C) (Aman et  al. 1985) 
provided an overall picture of behavioral symptomology 
present in participants who were exposed to maltreatment 
compared to those who were not. Each of the ABC-C sub-
scales (irritability, inappropriate speech, lethargy, stereo-
typy and hyperactivity) are measured on a scale from zero 
to three, with higher scores indicating more severe symp-
toms in children. Specific items from the Child and Adoles-
cent Symptom Inventory, Fifth Edition (CASI-5) (Gadow 
and Sprafkin 2013) were used to determine PTSD sympto-
mology. The CASI-5 is a 142-item parent-report measure 
rated on a four-point Likert scale from 0 (never) to 3 (very 
often), which was designed to help clinicians with mak-
ing DSM-5 diagnoses. Since there are a limited number of 
PTSD specific items on the CASI-5, additional items were 
chosen by the two lead authors based directly on DSM-5 
criteria for PTSD to create a more complete picture of 
PTSD symptoms (Table  3). If more than one item repre-
sented a DSM-5 criterion, the item ratings were averaged.

Finally, caregiver report of the participant’s abuse his-
tory was collected via the Demographic and Medical Intake 
Form created by AIC researchers. This item asked caregiv-
ers, “Does the child have a history of abuse?” with check-
box response options including: physical abuse, sexual 
abuse, emotional abuse or none. Participants’ PTSD diag-
noses was derived from the consensus diagnosis of each 
participant’s inpatient treatment team at discharge.

Procedure

Data on demographics, experience of abuse, diagnosis, 
cognitive functioning, adaptive functioning, and psy-
chiatric symptomology was collected from the overall 
AIC sample; methods of the AIC have been published 
previously (Siegel et al. 2015). Briefly, within 7 days of 
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admission caregivers completed the ABC-C, CASI-5, 
and Intake Demographic and Medical Form. During hos-
pitalization, participants were administered the Leiter-3 

and the ADOS-2 by an examiner who had achieved 
research reliability with the AIC certified ADOS-2 
trainer. Caregivers also completed the Vineland-II. At 

Table 2  Comparison of demographic and clinical sample characteristics by reported abuse and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) groups

Sample char-
acteristics

Overall 
sample

Reported abuse Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

(N = 350) No reported 
abuse 
(N = 251)

Reported 
abuse 
(N = 99)

Test statistic 
(degrees of 
freedom)

p value No-PTSD 
(N = 92)

PTSD (N = 7) Test statistic 
(degrees of 
freedom)

p value

Age (years) 
[M (SD)]

12.9 (3.3) 12.88 (3.32) 12.89 (3.34) 0.9866 12.87 (3.4) 13.17 (2.9) −0.23 (97) 0.8182

Sex (males) 
[N (%)]

275 (79%) 202 (80.5%) 73 (73.7%) 1.071 (1) 0.1930 69 (75%) 4 (57%) ? 0.3748

Ethnicity 
[N (%)] 
(n = 314) 
(non-
Hispanic/
Latino)

292 (93%) 225 (92.6%) 67 (94.4%) ? 0.7932 60 (94%) 7 (100%) ? 1.00

ADOS-2 
comparison 
score [M 
(SD)]

7.78 (0.12) 7.66 (0.19) 0.53 (232) 0.5982 7.57 (1.89) 8.40 (1.14) −0.97 (79) 0.3348

Leiter-3 non-
verbal IQ 
(n = 287) [M 
(SD)]

76.4 (29) 75.96 (30.6) 77.46 (25.2) ? 0.6689 76.43 (25.10) 90.67 (24.21) −1.34 (81) 0.1836

Vineland 
adaptive 
function-
ing score 
(N = 256) 
[M (SD)]

57.5 (15.) 59.37 (0.87) 59.06 (1.52) 0.13 (186) 0.8610 59.60 (12.77) 56.75 (6.08) 0.44 (49) 0.6631

Table 3  Child & Adolescent Symptom Inventory-5 (CASI-5) Items with Corresponding Diagnostic Statistical Manual, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) diagnostic criteria

PTSD diagnostic criteria PTSD symptoms Corresponding CASI-5 items

B. Intrusion symptoms Distressing memories E58 Has distressing memories or dreams about an extremely upsetting event
Distressing thoughts E55 Cannot get distressing thoughts out of his/her mind

E57 Has experienced an extremely upsetting event and continues to be bothered by it
Irritability D50 Is irritable for most of the day

B24 Is touchy or easily annoyed by others
C. Persistent avoidance Avoidance F63a Tries to avoid contact with strangers; abnormally shy
D. Negative cognitions/mood Loss of interest J83 Seems to have lost interest in doing things or talking to people

K84 Is depressed for most of the day
Anger B25 Is angry and resentful

B26 Takes anger out on others or tries to get even
Fear E53 Is overly fearful or tries to avoid specific objects or situations

E. Alterations in arousal/reactivity Temper tantrums B19 Loses temper
Rz1 Has temper outbursts that are way out of proportion to the situation

Attention problems A2 Has difficulty paying attention to tasks or activities
A8 Is easily distracted by other things going on

Sleep disturbance D52 Has difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep
K92 Has experienced a big change in his/her normal sleeping habits
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discharge consensus co-morbid psychiatric diagnoses 
were assigned by the attending child psychiatrist and a 
unit clinician (psychologist or social worker), based on 
inpatient observation and history, as well as extensive 
experience evaluating mental health in youth with ASD. 
This study was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) at all participating sites and all families 
gave permission for their data to be used in publications 
related to this study.

Analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated using means and 
standard deviations for continuous variables and num-
bers and proportions for categorical variables. Student t 
test comparisons were conducted to examine differences 
in mean scores on all CASI-5 items and ABC subscales 
between patients with/without PTSD diagnosis. Sat-
terthwaite approximation was used should equal vari-
ance assumption be violated and exact method was used 
to calculate 95% confidence intervals for prevalence of 
abuse history and diagnosis of PTSD. Moreover, mul-
tiple linear regression analysis (ANCOVA) was used to 
compare continuous outcomes between participants with 
reported abuse history and those without while adjust-
ing for age, non-verbal IQ, and verbal ability. All anal-
yses were conducted using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc. 
Cary, NC) and statistical significance was determined at 
p ≤ 0.05, two-tailed tests.

Results

Sample Characteristics

Out of the total sample (n = 350), ninety-nine caregiv-
ers (28.3%, 95% CI 24–33%) reported that their child had 
experienced abuse. The group of participants with reported 
abuse ranged from 4 to 21  years of age with a mean age 
of 12.89 (SD = 3.34) and included 21 females (21%) and 
78 males (79%), similar to the age and gender ratios of 
the total sample. Mean non-verbal IQ as measured by the 
Leiter-3 was 77.46 (SD = 25.17), ranging from 30 to 125. 
Out of the 99 participants with reported abuse histories, 22 
(22%) had very low verbal ability. Of those with caregiver-
reported abuse, 13 (13%) reported physical abuse, 12 
(12%) reported emotional abuse and 8 (8%) reported sexual 
abuse. One caregiver (1%) reported that their child expe-
rienced both sexual and emotional abuse; one caregiver 
(1%) reported that their child experienced both physical 
and sexual abuse, and 16 caregivers endorsed both physi-
cal and emotional abuse (16%). Out of the 99 participants 
whose caregivers indicated that their children had experi-
enced abuse, only 7 (2.6%, 95% CI 1.2–4.8%) were diag-
nosed with PTSD at discharge by clinical team consensus 
(Table 2).

Between Group Differences: PTSD Symptomology

An ANCOVA was run to compare frequency of DSM-5 
PTSD symptoms (Table 4) in the no abuse reported group 

Table 4  Comparison of Child & Adolescent Symptom Inventory-5 and aberrant behavior checklist (ABC) subscales between reported abuse 
groups

Statistically significant values are in bold

Symptomology No reported abuse 
mean (SEM) (n = 251)

Reported abuse 
mean (SEM) 
(n = 99)

Difference (SEM) Degrees of 
freedom

t Statistic p value

Avoidance 0.72 (0.07) 0.54 (0.12) 0.18 (0.13) 226 1.38 0.1700
Irritability 1.72 (0.06) 1.80 (0.11) −0.08 (0.12) 223 −0.70 0.4840
Intrusive thoughts 0.61 (0.07) 0.95 (0.12) −0.34 (0.13) 222 −2.57 0.0108*
Distressing memories 0.37 (0.07) 1.08 (0.13) −0.71 (0.14) 221 −5.03 <0.0001*
Anger 1.65 (0.08) 1.71 (0.14) −0.06 (0.15) 222 −0.40 0.6914
Fear 1.06 (0.09) 1.19 (0.16) −0.13 (0.17) 222 −0.79 0.4301
Loss of interest 0.61 (0.05) 0.85 (0.10) −0.24 (0.10) 226 −2.36 0.0190*
Temper tantrums 2.23 (0.06) 2.26 (0.11) −0.03 (0.12) 226 −0.23 0.8210
Attention problems 1.85 (0.05) 2.02 (0.10) −0.17 (0.10) 226 −1.65 0.1007
Sleep disturbance 0.97 (0.06) 0.91 (0.10) 0.06 (0.11) 223 0.56 0.5745
ABC inappropriate speech subscale 5.02 (0.28) 5.80 (0.46) −0.78 (0.50) 255 −1.57 0.1188
ABC irritability subscale 26.26 (0.71) 30.07 (1.18) −3.81 (1.28) 255 −2.97 0.0033*
ABC lethargy subscale 14.34 (0.66) 17.09 (1.10) −2.75 (1.19) 255 −2.31 0.0217*
ABC stereotypy subscale 7.61 (0.42) 8.67 (0.69) −1.06 (0.75) 255 −1.42 0.1563
ABC hyperactivity subscale 27.84 (0.76) 29.57 (1.26) −1.73 (1.37) 255 −1.26 0.2074
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compared to the abuse reported group on the CASI-5 
while controlling for age, nonverbal IQ, and verbal abil-
ity (p < 0.05). Regarding intrusion symptoms of PTSD, 
the groups did not significantly differ on irritability items 
(p = 0.4840), but the abuse reported group had significantly 
greater endorsement of intrusive thoughts (p = 0.0108) 
and distressing memories than those whose caregivers did 
not endorse abuse (p < 0.001). In the persistent avoidance 
diagnostic category, the groups did not significantly differ 
(p = 0.1700). With regard to negative alterations in mood 
and cognition, the reported abuse group endorsed sig-
nificantly more loss of interest than the no reported abuse 
group (p = 0.0190). There were no significant differences 
between the groups on experience of fear (p = 0.4301) and 
anger (p = 0.6914) on CASI-5 items. In the final diagnos-
tic category, alterations in arousal/reactivity, youth with 
caregiver reported abuse did not have significantly more 
temper tantrums than those with no caregiver-reported 
abuse (p = 0.8210). The groups also did not differ regard-
ing attention problems (p = 0.1007) or sleep disturbance 
(p = 0.5745).

Between Group Differences: General Symptomology

In order to address whether there were differences between 
youth with ASD with reported abuse compared to those 
without reported abuse with regard to general behavioral 
symptomology, that may not necessarily be directly con-
nected to PTSD diagnostic criteria, an ANCOVA control-
ling for nonverbal-IQ, age, and verbal ability was run with 
the ABC-C sub-scales (p < 0.05; Table  4). On the inap-
propriate speech subscale, the abuse reported group did 
not significantly differ from the no abuse reported group 
(p = 0.1188). However, the abuse reported group scored 
significantly higher on the Irritability subscale than the 
no abuse reported group (p = 0.0033). Additionally, on 
the Lethargy subscale the abuse reported group endorsed 
significantly higher symptoms than the no abuse reported 
group (p = 0.0217). There were no significant differences 
between groups on the stereotypy (p = 0.1563) and hyper-
eactivity (p = 0.2074) subscales.

Between Group Differences: Severity of Core ASD 
Symptoms, Adaptive Functioning, and Diagnostic 
Comorbidity

The abuse reported and no abuse reported groups did not 
significantly differ on the ADOS-2 Comparison Score, a 
measure of severity of ASD core symptoms (p = 0.4556). 
In the area of adaptive functioning, no significant differ-
ences were found between the abuse reported and no abuse 
reported groups on any of the subscales of the Vineland-II 
(p = 0.5390). Due to the possibility that differences between 

groups regarding co-occurring psychiatric diagnoses may 
impact the results of this study, a Chi-square analysis was 
conducted to compare the comorbid diagnoses between 
participants in the abuse reported and no abuse reported 
groups. No significant differences were found for any diag-
noses or the number of comorbid diagnoses.

Between Group Differences: Trauma‑Related 
Symptoms

Student t tests were run to examine possible differences 
between the PTSD group and no PTSD diagnosis group 
among participants with reported abuse history (Table 5). 
Due to the small number of participants clinically diag-
nosed with PTSD (7 of the 99 with reported abuse) these 
results should be interpreted cautiously. Differences 
between the groups were similar to those between the abuse 
reported and no abuse reported groups. However, caregiv-
ers of youth diagnosed with PTSD endorsed almost double 
the severity of intrusive thoughts compared to those whose 
youth were not diagnosed with PTSD (p = 0.0160). They 
also reported more distressing memories compared to the 
no PTSD group (p = 0.0234). Two symptoms, persistent 
fear and temper tantrums, were not significant when com-
paring the abuse reported and no abuse reported groups, 
but were significant when comparing participants with a 
PTSD diagnosis versus participants with no PTSD diag-
nosis. Youth diagnosed with PTSD experienced more fear 
according to their caregivers than youth who were not diag-
nosed with PTSD (p = 0.0143). Likewise, the PTSD group 
showed significantly more temper tantrums than the undi-
agnosed group (p = 0.0238).

Discussion

This study presents caregiver-report data on child abuse 
and associated behavioral symptoms from a large inpatient 
psychiatric sample of children with ASD. The study sample 
was divided into two groups: those whose caregivers iden-
tified them to have experienced abuse and those who did 
not. Demographic and reported abuse data were compared 
in these two groups by examining PTSD-specific symp-
toms, general behavioral symptomology, adaptive func-
tioning, and ASD core symptom severity while controlling 
for age, non-verbal IQ, and verbal ability. Findings suggest 
that children with ASD and reported abuse have signifi-
cantly more intrusive thoughts, distressing memories, loss 
of interest, irritability, and lethargy than those whose car-
egivers did not endorse abuse. When comparing those par-
ticipants who received a clinical PTSD diagnosis compared 
to those with caregiver-reported abuse histories without a 
clinical PTSD diagnosis, participants with PTSD had more 
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intrusive thoughts, distressing memories, persistent fear 
and temper tantrums.

Data from this study suggests that children with ASD 
experience symptomology similar to DSM-5 diagnostic 
criteria for PTSD, but that the overlap between symptomol-
ogy in children with ASD and no reported abuse versus 
ASD and reported abuse makes differentiation difficult. For 
example, CASI-5 items indicated that children with ASD 
and caregiver reported abuse have significantly more intru-
sive thoughts, distressing memories, and loss of interest in 
things that they used to find enjoyable than those children 
with ASD whose caregivers did not report abuse. These 
findings support prior arguments that children with ASD 
are susceptible to developing trauma-related symptomol-
ogy (Cook et al. 1993; King and Desaulnier 2011; Mansell 
et al. 1998). However, a comparison to a typically-develop-
ing sample would be needed in order to understand whether 
they may be more or less susceptible. Further, some symp-
toms associated with PTSD, including fear, anger, temper 
tantrums, irritability, attention problems, and sleep prob-
lems did not significantly differ between the abuse reported 
and no abuse reported groups, likely because these are 
common symptoms associated with ASD (American Psy-
chiatric Association 2013).

This study also examined general behavioral sympto-
mology to determine if symptomology not directly related 
to DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for PTSD was more preva-
lent in children with ASD and reported abuse versus ASD 
and no reported abuse. On the ABC-C, the abuse reported 
group had significantly more irritability and lethargy than 
the no abuse reported group. These findings go along with 

expected negative alterations in mood and cognition crite-
ria for PTSD found in the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric 
Association 2013). It has also been proposed that experi-
ence of abuse may exacerbate already present ASD symp-
toms (Kerns et  al. 2015), but our reported abuse and no 
reported abuse samples did not differ in ASD core symp-
tom severity.

The similarity of the abuse reported and no abuse 
reported groups in ASD severity and some PTSD symp-
toms might have played a role in the low rate of PTSD 
diagnoses among those with caregiver reported abuse his-
tories. Out of 99 children with caregiver-reported abuse, 
only seven were diagnosed with PTSD by expert clinical 
teams. The competing factors of resilience versus vulner-
ability are not well understood in individuals with ASD 
with respect to the potential formation of PTSD symp-
toms. It may be that a large portion of those with ASD 
and caregiver-reported abuse histories were resilient in the 
face of those experiences. It is also possible that the dif-
ference between the caregiver reported abuse histories and 
the clinical diagnosis proportion was due to diagnostic 
overshadowing and the complex emotional and behavioral 
presentations of children with ASD (regardless of abuse). 
This could have led clinicians to rely on a higher severity 
threshold of PTSD symptoms in order to diagnose PTSD, 
given that most of the PTSD symptoms were more severe 
for the diagnosed group versus the undiagnosed group of 
participants. Those diagnosed with PTSD endorsed signifi-
cantly greater amounts of fearful behavior and temper tan-
trums. The potentially low rate of PTSD diagnosis may also 
reflect that not all individuals with trauma symptoms go on 

Table 5  Comparison of Child & Adolescent Symptom Inventory-5 and aberrant behavior checklist Subscales between Post-traumatic Stress 
Disorder Groups

Symptomology No PTSD diagnosis 
mean (SD) (n = 92)

PTSD diagnosis 
mean (SD) (n = 7)

Difference (SD) Degrees of 
freedom

t statistic p value

Avoidance 0.47 (0.58) 0.50 (0.55) −0.03 (0.57) 57 −0.11 0.9091
Irritability 1.82 (0.66) 2.00 (0.84) −0.18 (0.68) 55 −0.62 0.5370
Intrusive thoughts 1.09 (1.02) 2.17 (0.75) −1.08 (1.00) 54 −2.49 0.0160
Distressing memories 1.18 (1.17) 2.33 (0.82) −1.15 (1.14) 53 −2.33 0.0234
Anger 1.81 (0.87) 1.83 (1.03) −0.02 (0.89) 54 −0.06 0.9518
Fear 1.22 (1.06) 2.33 (0.52) −1.11 (1.02) 54 −2.53 0.0143
Loss of interest 0.83 (0.62) 1.17 (0.82) −0.34 (0.64) 57 −1.22 0.2269
Temper tantrums 2.32 (0.68) 2.17 (0.98) 0.15 (0.71) 57 0.50 0.6172
Attention problems 2.07 (0.67) 1.83 (0.59) 0.24 (0.66) 57 0.82 0.4131
Sleep disturbance 0.86 (0.67) 1.06 (0.77) −0.20 (0.68) 55 −0.67 0.5079
ABC inappropriate speech subscale 5.92 (3.67) 7.17 (3.92) −1.25 (3.69) 76 −0.80 0.4273
ABC irritability subscale 28.86 (8.57) 35.67 (7.15) −6.81 (8.48) 76 −1.89 0.0628
ABC lethargy subscale 16.74 (9.59) 20.33 (6.98) −3.60 (9.44) 76 −0.90 0.3729
ABC stereotypy subscale 8.11 (5.63) 10.50 (5.61) −2.39 (5.62) 76 −1.00 0.3207
ABC hyperactivity subscale 29.56 (10.52) 29.00 (9.78) 0.56 (10.47) 76 0.12 0.9010
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to meet full diagnostic criteria for PTSD. Finally, it is also 
possible that the rate was impacted by caregiver reported 
abuse not representing the actual experience of abuse or not 
of participants.

When comparing the participants who had reported 
abuse, but were not diagnosed with PTSD to those who 
were diagnosed with PTSD some intriguing findings 
emerged that shed further light on this issue. Two signifi-
cant differences that did not appear when analyzing the 
reported abuse versus no reported abuse groups were found 
between the PTSD versus no PTSD groups. Those diag-
nosed with PTSD, endorsed significantly greater amounts 
of fearful behavior and temper tantrums. This suggests that 
these two externalized behaviors may be red flags for clini-
cians making PTSD diagnoses in children with ASD and 
that professionals may need to look more closely at other 
subtler or internalized trauma symptomology, such as 
report of distressing memories, intrusive thoughts, loss of 
interest, and lethargy when a child with ASD has a history 
of abuse.

There were several limitations of this study. Measures 
were not designed to collect trauma-specific information 
and caregiver reports of abuse and symptomology could 
not be further explored and clarified. Due to the commu-
nication difficulties in the ASD population and the nature 
of abuse and trauma, it is likely that there were partici-
pants in the no reported trauma group that had a history of 
abuse or that some caregivers felt uncomfortable disclos-
ing maltreatment. Further, trauma symptoms, behavioral 
symptoms, and report of whether abuse occurred were all 
gathered by caregiver report so there is the possibility of 
reporter biases. The limited language abilities of some par-
ticipants complicated being able to self-report abuse and 
some symptomology, as well. Additionally, diagnosis of 
PTSD was not standardized (other than meeting DSM-5 
diagnostic criteria) so clinician biases may have impacted 
whether or not a diagnosis was given.

There are many opportunities for further research with 
regard to ASD and PTSD. Specifically, more detailed infor-
mation could be gleaned from using trauma-specific meas-
ures and behavioral observations. Also, comparing symp-
toms based on type of abuse experienced could provide 
valuable information, but the number of participants in our 
study was too small to have adequate power for this type 
of analysis. Our measure only asked about physical, sexual, 
and emotional abuse, but future work should consider other 
types of trauma as well. Additionally, it may be interest-
ing for future studies to continue to address theories in the 
literature regarding how individuals with ASD respond to 
potentially traumatic events. Furthermore, it would be ben-
eficial to compare children with ASD who have been mal-
treated to neurotypical children with a history of maltreat-
ment in order to gain greater insight into the similarities 

and differences between these two groups’ behavioral pres-
entations and further aid in addressing the complexities of 
differential diagnosis.
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